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CHARLES LAMB: POETRY AND EARLY PROSE


CHARLES LAMB: DRAMATIC CRITICISM AND PLAYS


Han, Younglim, Romantic Shakespeare: from stage to page (Newark and London, 2001).


CHARLES LAMB: PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS AND ‘ELIA’


Fish, Judith, ““A Merry Season to Us All. & Auspicious New Year to Our London”': Charles Lamb and the Representation of a City’, CLB, 125 (2004), 2-9.


---

**CHARLES LAMB AND HIS CIRCLE**

Barnard, John, “‘The Immortal Dinner” Again’, *CLB*, 127 (2004), 70-76.


---


**CHARLES LAMB THE PHILOSOPHER**


**NEW IDENTIFICATIONS / BIBLIOGRAPHY**


**ALLUSIONS, INFLUENCES, AFTERLIVES**


CHARLES AND MARY LAMB: CHILDREN'S WORK, INCLUDING TALES FROM SHAKESPEAR

Manley, Susan, ‘Mrs. Leicester’s School and Schools for Treason’, CLB, 147 (2009), 116-121.
Morse, Ruth, ‘Children's Hour: Shakespeare, the Lambs, and French Education’, ed. and intro. by Ladina Bezzola Lambert and Balz Engler, Shifting the Scene: Shakespeare in European Culture (Newark, 2004).


MARY LAMB


CHAPTERS ABOUT THE LAMBS IN RECENT BOOKS


THE LAMBS, CRITICAL HISTORY AND READERSHIP

Riehl, Joseph E., *That Dangerous Figure: Charles Lamb and the Critics* (Columbia, 1998).

**BIOGRAPHY/AUTOBIOGRAPHY**

Chandler, David, ‘Charles Lamb and the South Sea House’, *Notes and Queries*, 51 (2004), 139-43.
---------, ‘Christ’s Hospital a Second Time Revisited, Part II’, *CLB*, 120 (2002), 106-23.
---------, *Autobiographical Writing and British literature, 1783-1834* (Oxford, 2005).

**FICTION/ PLAYS ABOUT THE LAMBS**

Irons, George Leslie, ‘Filming Lamb’s Tales’, *CLB*, 144 (2008), 132-4 and *Lamb’s Tales* (DVD produced by the Charles Lamb Society, 2008).

**PAYING HOMAGE**

Brandes, Melba S., “‘Into the Edmonton Churchyard’: My Visit to the Grave of Charles Lamb’, *CLB*, 106 (1999), 84-86.